
On the one hand, this approach is costly, because across large 
parts of the drinking water network samples need to be taken, 
transported and analysed weekly to monthly and on the other 
hand, however, owing to their slow dynamics, problems such as 
contamination events can often barely or not be detected at all. 

In order not to be dependent on the prescribed frequency of 
examinations and to increase transparency, many water suppliers 
worldwide require online sensors so that responding to issues 
related to the water quality in their drinking water distribution 
network is possible in real time. 

Criteria for using sensors  
in the drinking water network
Online sensors that are used in the drinking water network are 
supposed to continuously monitor and provide quantitative,  
high resolution and validated measurements for assessing the 
water quality.

The environmental conditions in man holes and pipelines are not 
trivial. Therefore protection class requirements of minimum IP67 
and drinking water certification criteria for materials which are in 
contact with water must be fulfilled. 

If sensors are supposed to make measurements in the pressured 
pipe, such systems must be very robust in order to be able to 
deliver good results regardless of pressure fluctuations and 
pressure bursts. The susceptibility, maintenance and power 

requirements of this “online analytics” must be reduced to an 
absolute minimum.

The prerequisite of every online measurement is not just robust 
sensors but also a real-time data transmission into a data base / 
SCADA system in order to be able to react to alarms and changes 
in the measured data.

The pipe::scan
The pipe::scan (Figure 8) is a sensor system for monitoring 
the drinking water quality in pipes under pressure. Up to 10 
parameters are measured in one system: Organic parameters 
(TOC, DOC, UV254/UVT), turbidity, colour, chlorine, pH/redox, 
conductivity, temperature and pressure. 

The installation is carried out on the pipe under pressure by means 
of Hawle pipe saddles (DN100 - DN 600). Via a “straw”, the water 
from the pressure pipe is pushed into the pipe::scan flow cell. A 
nano pump ensures that the water is pumped through the flow 
cell and back into the pipe without water loss, refer to Figure 2. 
Functional principle.

The sensors in the pipe::scan are well known, reliable s::can 
sensors which have been on the market for many years: the i::scan 
- an optical miniature spectrophotometer with LED technology 
and automatic brush cleaning for the measurement of organics 
(TOC, DOC, UV254, UVT), turbidity and colour, the chlori::lyser 
- a pressure-resistant amperometric sensor for detection of free 

chlorine, the pH::lyser - a very robust pH sensor without salt 
bridge with a polymer reference electrode, the condu::lyser - a 
4-electrode conductivity sensor with an integrated temperature 
sensor suitable for industrial use, and a miniature pressure sensor. 
All these sensors need extremely low maintenance and have been 
used for several years in drinking water applications worldwide.

A filter in the inlet ensures that no large particles penetrate into 
the flow cell and a ventilation valve ensures an air free measuring 
environment inside the cell.

INNOVATIVE ONLINE WATER QUALITY 
MONITORING IN DRINKING WATER NETWORKS

Drinking water is a primary nutrient. Thus, not only the transport in the drinking water network, 
but also the excellent quality for the consumers must be ensured. Currently, the quality of 
drinking water is ensured by means of laboratory samples, which have to be carried out according 
to the authorities / law (drinking water regulations) by the water companies at specified intervals. 
The actual drinking water regulation intends for improvements by moving away from regular 
sampling to a risk assessment-based adaptation of sampling planning.
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Figure 1: Multiple pipe::scans monitor the drinking water network

Figure 2: Functional principle of the pipe::scan 

Figure 3: con::cube terminal
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The water quality data can be sent to any central database via 
almost any protocol using the s::can terminal con::cube.

The con::cube is a compact, powerful and versatile terminal for 
data acquisition and control. By integrating the latest processor 
technology, the flexible interfaces of the con::cube for connecting 
sensors to a SCADA or any central database system are ideal for 
remote monitoring. Thanks to the integrated modem and the low 
energy consumption, this data logger fulfils all requirements for 
the operation in decentralised installation locations.

Application examples
Multiple pipe::scans are the ideal solution to monitor drinking 
water in the drinking water network at any accessible point. Some 
of these systems have been installed in distribution networks of 
major European cities for a long period of time already.

It can be seen from the data how well the continuous 
measurement of several parameters is performed in high 
resolution and without drift under fluctuating pressure conditions 
over many months, refer to Figure 4.

In detail you can see day and night pressure fluctuations in the 
drinking water network between 3 and 4 bar. Distinctive changes 
in the conductivity indicate different water sources, in this case, 
for example, ground water or processed surface water.

Furthermore, with the pipe::scan, organic parameters such as 
TOC, DOC or UV254 can be measured very precisely. These 
parameters are essential for determining contamination events 
in drinking water and for detecting water mixing from different 
sources, refer to Figure 5.

In the drinking water network of another city, it can be seen 
that although the concentrations of some parameters change 
continuously (Figure 6), no alarm limits are reached. Whereas, 
with the help of the extremely stable and accurate pipe::scan 
measurement, refer to Figure 7, you can see in detail that there 
is a strong decrease in free chlorine for a few hours and thus, no 
adequate disinfection took place in the drinking water network 
at this point at that time - an unwanted condition.

Figure 8: The pipe::scan is a sensor system for monitoring drinking water 
quality in pipes under pressure.

Figure 4: Drift-free long-term measurement in the drinking water distribution network of a major 
European city and high-resolution results showing pressure fluctuations and changes in conductivity

Figure 5: Event detection via the organic parameter TOC

Figure 6: 3 months online data seemingly without an alarm 

Figure 7: Detail of stable and precise online data: no chlorine disinfection for hours
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Conclusion
The pipe::scan is currently the only sensor system on the market 
with the following unique features:

•  Accurate measurement in perfect agreement with standardised 
laboratory references, not just “trending” 

•  Up to 10 parameters in one system

•  Continuous monitoring of organics (TOC, DOC, UV254, UVT), 
turbidity, colour, pH/Redox, EC, Pressure and temperature

•  Totally flow-independent, even works under stagnant 
conditions in the drinking water network

•  “Hot-maintenance” under pressure: Without interrupting the 
flow/pressure and individually possible for each sensor 

•  Full-scale event detection with real-time alarms 

•  6 months maintenance interval: Efficient, reliable, stand alone 
operation with minimal maintenance

The innovative approach of measuring the water quality directly 
in the drinking water network with online sensors provides very 
valuable and comprehensive information, for example when a 
pipe breaks, or problems in chlorine dosing stations occur and 
these events then might lead to risks for the drinking water.

Drinking water safety is of great importance worldwide and by 
making extremely stable, accurate and robust sensor technology 
available, with the pipe::scan this is no longer a topic of the 
future but already reality.
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Powder pillow technology brings enjoyment  
to wastewater and drinking water analysis
MACHEREY-NAGEL’s new product range of powder pillow reagents is now also available on their latest 
NANOCOLOR VIS II spectrophotometer. The combination of VISOCOLOR® Powder Pillows and MACHERY 
NAGEL’S spectrophotometers give extremely precise results, with durable, long-term stable reagents which are 
used versatile in all kinds of drinking water and waste water analysis.

MACHEREY-NAGEL revolutionises your daily laboratory work with the NANOCOLOR® VIS II spectrophotometer. 
It combines premium high-tech optics with outstanding usability. With its intuitive, icon-based menu guidance, 
this innovative spectrophotometer can be used like a smartphone or tablet. The clearly arranged, high-
resolution touch screen display makes your daily measurement routine a real pleasure. On the technical side, 
the NANOCOLOR® VIS II impresses with clever mechanics and optics. As a unique aspect of all MACHEREY-NAGEL spectrophotometers, 
the NANOCOLOR® VIS II also features an integrated nephelometric turbidity (NTU) measurement function. A huge advantage of this 
measurement is the integrated NTU-check function, which allows the detection of interfering turbidities with every powder pillow 
measurement – an unprecedented measurement safety in the field of powder pillow reagents.

VISOCOLOR® Powder Pillows combine easy dosing of reagents with long-term stability. Every powder pillow contains the exact amount of 
reagent, which is needed for one determination. No contamination of reagents is possible. Therefore, the shelf life of reagent kits is up to 
five years. All necessary information for quality assurance, such as test name, LOT and expiry date is printed on every powder pillow to ensure 
the highest measurement safety. No scissor or spoon is required for opening and dosing of powder pillow reagents directly into the test tube. 
This means maximum measurement comfortability.

VISOCOLOR® Powder Pillows are available for many different parameters, which are important in drinking water, wastewater and general 
water analysis. Available parameters are: chlorine free, chlorine total, ozone, sulphate, silica and pH.

All VISOCOLOR® Powder Pillow parameters are preprogrammed on the NANOCOLOR® VIS II ex works. They offer the unique feature of a pre-
programmed blank and therefore do not require a blank measurement, which is time-saving.

Easy to understand pictograms and written instructions in six different languages are available for all powder pillow parameters. The 
combination of VISOCOLOR® Powder Pillows and the NANOCOLOR® VIS II make your work more precise, efficient and even more enjoyable.

More information online: ilmt.co/PL/ogj5
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Cheat the everyday problems in  
water analysis with system solutions
High expenditure of time, many different sources of supply, complicated workflow paths 
and high costs: This is the daily routine for many who are involved in routine water analysis. 
Here and especially for spectral analysis, however, there are system solutions that are 
economical in many ways –– and not just for the purse.

The XD series of spectrophotometers from Lovibond® lead in a new era. The UV and UV/
VIS devices are a gain for every workplace in many respects. No matter whether they are 

used for disinfectant control, waste water and raw water treatment, drinking water treatment, the analysis of boiler and cooling water 
or for pool water control and swimming pool water treatment: Water analysis has never been easier with the XD 7000 and XD 7500.

Everything the user needs comes from a single source including the low-cost, barcoded cell test. Anyone can select the correct test 
method directly from the instrument. Using the external barcode scanner, the suitable analysis method can also be selected on 
reagent packaging, in the Lovibond® Handbook of Methods or with specifically requested barcoded templates for your own SOPs. The 
instruments automatically recognise the most common cuvettes in the most common sizes, report the use of an incorrect cuvette or 
adjust the measuring range. This makes annoying detours and time-consuming extra work processes a thing of the past.

The instruments of the XD series also offer support for analytical quality assurance. User-defined calibration, password control and 
automatic logging are just some of the options. In addition the instruments provide simple user guidance and global usability thanks 
to multilingualism on all important levels. Besides, the Lovibond® Handbook of Methods offers valuable support for many analytical 
questions and applications. Countless technical details such as the UV and UV/VIS optics or the light sources via tungsten halogen or 
xenon flash lamps turn the spectrophotometers into premium instruments as an economical system solution.

More information online: ilmt.co/PL/9ZAv
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Contactless flow 
measurement with  
quick and easy mounting

Nivus provides a quick and easy-to-use fastening system for its 
contactless flow meter systems using clamp-on sensors.  
This method uses sensors fastened on the outside of the 
pipe which measure through the pipe wall. The transit time 
difference method uses two sensors which are installed  
exactly in a certain distance to each other depending on the 
conduct diameter.

Installation using the new Nivus mounting system is intuitive 
and can be done easily by just one person. Expense and effort 
for sensor alignment can be reduced to a minimum thanks 
to the perfect interaction between the transmitter set-up 
assistant and the installation device with measure rail. The only 
thing that needs to be adjusted is the sensor distance since 
the sensors are aligned in parallel due to the rail system. The 
sensors can be fastened within a few seconds using quick-
release elements.

Another advantage of the fastening system comes into 
play when the coupling paste needs to be replaced or with 
other maintenance works. The sensors can be released and 
repositioned without the need to be realigned by using quick-
release elements. There are no additional tools required to 
mount the system. The fastening system is easy to transport 
due to its light weight and is also highly suitable for portable 
measurement systems.

NIVUS provide contactless measurement systems for 
permanent installation or as self-sufficient solutions for 
temporary measurements. Areas of use can be primarily 
found in the water industry. Due to contactless installation the 
measurement method is particularly suitable for applications 
featuring very high hygienic standards such as drinking water 
supply or also for retrofit installation. Temporary measurement 
installations are mainly used to verify processes or already 
existing measurement systems.
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